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Reactor neutrino experiments provide a rich environment for the study of axionlike particles
(ALPs). Using the intense photon flux produced in the nuclear reactor core, these experiments
have the potential to probe ALPs with masses below 10 MeV. We explore the feasibility of these
searches by considering ALPs produced through Primakoff and Compton-like processes as well as
nuclear transitions. These particles can subsequently interact with the material of a nearby detector
via inverse Primakoff and inverse Compton-like scatterings, via axio-electric absorption, or they
can decay into photon or electron-positron pairs. We demonstrate that reactor-based neutrino
experiments have a high potential to test ALP-photon couplings and masses, currently probed only
by cosmological and astrophysical observations, thus providing complementary laboratory-based
searches. We furthermore show how reactor facilities will be able to test previously unexplored
regions in the ∼MeV ALP mass range and ALP-electron couplings of the order of gaee ∼ 10−8
(1)
as well as ALP-nucleon couplings of the order of gann
∼ 10−9 , testing regions beyond TEXONO
and Borexino limits.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, there is a rapidly developing physics program aiming at measuring coherent
elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEνNS) using reactor neutrinos, which offers exciting possibilities to explore physics beyond the SM. In the present work, we focus on Axionlike particles (ALP)
i.e. pseudoscalars that feebly couple to the SM particles such as photons, electrons and nucleons
according to
(1)

and we investigate the feasibility and extent of such searches by including leading ALP production
and detection mechanisms at reactor neutrino experiments. In addition to nuclear magnetic transitions, considered by previous reactor searches, here we take into account additional ALP production
mechanisms such as Compton-like and Primakoff scattering. We furthermore consider detection
through their inverse processes as well as via axio-electric absorption and ALP decays to diphoton
and electron pairs. We find that such facilities are favorable locations for probing ALPs in the mass
range (1 − 107 eV).
Our analysis follows minimal ALP assumptions in the sense that it considers only those
processes that allow production and detection through the same ALP-SM coupling, the exception
being production through nuclear de-excitation. In this case we consider detection through either
ALP-photon or ALP-electron couplings, following to a large extent the analysis carried out by
TEXONO in Ref. [1]. Rather than sticking to a particular CEνNS reactor-based experiment, our
analysis is formulated as generic as possible, and therefore being representative of what current or
near-future technologies could achieve.

2. ALPs production and detection mechanisms at reactors
Photons are abundantly produced in nuclear power plants. Processes responsible for γ emission
are fission, decay of fission products, capture processes in fuel and other materials, inelastic
scattering in the fuel, and decay of capture products. The prompt photon flux can be described by


dΦγ0 5.8 × 1017
P
e−1.1 Eγ0 /MeV ,
(2)
=
dEγ0
MeV · sec MW
where P is the reactor power in MW, an approximation originally derived from an analysis of γ
radiation in the FRJ-1 research reactor [2]. Once produced, these photons can interact with the fuel
material which we assume to be 235 U. This choice is motivated by the fact that most of the reactor
experiments our analysis applies to, use this uranium isotope (totally or partially) as fuel material.
For a continuous photon flux1 the differential ALP flux dΦALP /dEa (a is the ALP energy) is
then calculated from the master formula
dΦALP
= Psurv
dEa

∫

Eγ 0,max

Eγ 0,min

prod

dΦγ0
1 dσALP
(Eγ0, Ea )
dEγ0 ,
σTot dEa
dEγ0

1For the case of a monochromatic photon flux from nuclear dexcitation see Ref. [1].
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(3)
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1
(0)
(1)
eµν − igaee a ēγ5 e − ian̄γ5 gann
+ τ3 gann
n,
L = − gaγγ aFµν F
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prod

where σTot = σSM + σALP , with the SM cross section being σSM = σR + σC + σPE + σe−pair , while
prod
the ALP production cross section σALP is either σγ N →aN or σγe− →ae− corresponding to Primakoff
or Compton scattering, respectively (see Refs. [3, 4]). The ALP survival probability, Psurv assuring
that the ALP flux reaches the detector, can be cast as [5]
Psurv = e−LEa / | p®a |τ ,

(4)

Then, the differential event rate at reactor experiment consists of two terms, one from the
inverse-Primakoff or inverse-Compton scattering and another one from the corresponding ALP
decays
dNTot dNscat dNdecay
=
+
.
(6)
dEa
dEa
dEa
The first term results from a convolution of the ALP flux and the ALP-photon differential cross
section2, namely
∫
det
dNscat
dΦALP dσALP
NT ∆t
= mdet
dEγ ,
(7)
dEa
dEa dEγ
4πL 2
where NT = N A/mmolar with N A = 6.022 × 1023 /mol and mmolar the target nuclei molar mass in
kg/mol, while ∆t stands for the data-taking time and mdet refers to the detector mass in kg. The
ALP decay-induced events can be evaluated from from second term in Eq. (6) which reads
dNdecay
A∆t dΦPa
=
Pdecay,
dEa
4πL 2 dEa

Pdecay = 1 − e−Ldet Ea / | p®a |τ ,

(8)

where Pdecay accounts for the probability that the decay occurs within the detector, while Ldet stands
2 denotes the detector transverse area. Let us finally note that
for the detector thickness and A = Ldet
for interactions with electrons, an additional contribution to the event rate is expected due to the
axio-electric effect (for details, see Ref. [7])
dNaxio
NT ∆t dΦALP
= mdet
σaxio (Eγ, Ea ) .
dEa
4πL 2 dEa

(9)

3. Results and discussion
Motivated by the current CEνNS experimental program, which aims at observing CEνNS
induced by reactor neutrino fluxes using various low-threshold technologies, we have analyzed the
prospects for detection of ALPs in such experiments. We have assumed a 10 kg germanium detector,
which we regard as representative of current (CONUS [8]) or near-future CEνNS experiments
2For ALP detection via inverse-Primakoff or inverse-Compton scattering σaN →γ N or σae− →γe− the associated
det dE are taken from Refs. [3, 6].
differential cross sections dσALP
γ

3
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where L refers to the distance between the reactor and detector and τ to the ALP lifetime in the
fixed target frame, determined in turn by the ALP total decay width: τ −1 = Γ × ma /Ea , while the
respective Primakoff- and Compton-like decays read
s
2 m3
2 m
gaγγ
gaee
m2
a
a
Γa→2γ =
,
Γa→e+ e− =
1 − 4 2e .
(5)
64π
8π
ma
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Figure 1: Current and future sensitivities at 90%CL on the photon-ALP (left) and electron-ALP (right)
couplings for different backgrounds along with relevant laboratory, astrophysical and cosmological limits
that apply in the region of interest (see the text). Figure adapted from Ref. [7].

(including MINER [9], Ricochet [10], νGeN [11] and TEXONO [12]). We have also explored future
capabilities of next generation experiments, assuming a ton-scale xenon detector. In this work, we
restrict our selves by assuming a non-vanishing ALP coupling at a time i.e. gaγγ or gaee (results
with combined couplings of the form gaγγ × gann or gaee × gann are presented in Ref. [7]). Hence,
for probing gaγγ we consider ALP production through Primakoff-like scattering and detection
through inverse Primakoff-like as well as decay into a γ−pair final states. Regarding gaee , we
include production through Compton-like scattering and detection through inverse Compton-like,
axio-electric as well as e−pair production in e field and decay into an electron-positron pair.
In the left and right panel of Fig. 1, we present the calculated 90%CL sensitivities in the ALP
mass-coupling parameter space. Black (purple) contours correspond to sensitivities achievable with
ongoing or near-future (next generation) experiments. Solid (dotted) contours refer to sensitivities
under the assumption of a background rate of 100 DRU (10 DRU) for ongoing or near-future
experiments, while to 10 DRU (1 DRU) for a next generation setup. For completeness we show as
well the region covered by QCD axion models. The extracted sensitivities are also confronted to
existing constraints from laboratory and astrophysical searches. As can be seen, for models with
dominant gaγγ coupling, these experiments will probe a region in the ALP mass range around 1
MeV, presently constrained only by cosmological observations. Moreover, since reactor searches
will cover regions currently constrained by CAST+SUMICO, SN 1987A and HB stars cooling
arguments, they can also potentially test ALPs environment-dependent properties in stellar media.
For ALP models with dominant ALP-electron coupling, reactor searches will probe ALP masses
in the range [5, 20] × 105 eV and ALP-electron couplings extending down to gaee ∼ 10−8 . They
will also cover regions constrained by Red Giants cooling arguments as well as by EDELWEISS III
solar axions searches, thus testing also in this case the potential relevance of ALP environmental
effects.
4
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